


Abstract

Nanocrystal Optoelectronic Devices in Plasmonic

Nanojunctions

by

Kenneth Mellinger Evans

Optical trapping is an important tool for studying and manipulating nanoscale

objects. Recent experiments have shown that subwavelength control of nanoparticles

is possible by using patterned plasmonic nanostructures, rather than using a laser

directly, to generate the electric �elds necessary for particle trapping. In this thesis we

present a theoretical model and experimental evidence for plasmonic optical trapping

in nanoscale metal junctions. Further, we examine the use of the resultant devices as

ultrasmall photodectors.

Electromigrated nanojunctions, or �nanogaps�, have a well-established plasmon

resonance in the near-IR, leading to electric �eld enhancements large enough for

single-molecule sensitivity in Surface-Enhance Raman (SERS) measurements. While

molecule-based devices have been carefully studied, optically and electrically prob-

ing individual quantum dots in nanoscale metal junctions remains relatively unex-

plored. Plasmon-based optical trapping of quantum dots into prefabricated struc-

tures could allow for inexpensive, scalable luminescent devices which are fully in-



tegrable into established silicon-based fabrication techniques. Additionally, these

metal-nanocrystal-metal structures are ideal candidates to study optoelectronics in

ultrasmall nanocrystals-based structures, as well as more exotic nanoscale phenom-

ena such as blinking, plasmon-exciton interactions, and surface-enhanced �uorescence

(SEF).

We present experimental data supporting plasmon-based optical trapping in the

nanogap geometry, and a corresponding numerical model of the electric �eld-generated

forces in the nanogap geometry. Further, we give proof-of-concept measurements of

photoconductance in the resultant quantum dot-based devices, as well as challenges

and improvements moving forward.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Experimental Signi�cance

Semiconducting nanomaterials have long been a major component of modern photon-

ics research, a �eld which deals with the emission, detection and control of photons.

For integration into traditional silicon platforms, these materials should be able to be

driven electrically, as well as optically. Over the last �ve years, light emission from

electrically pumped ensembles of nanoengineered materials has become routine. The

present challenge is to move to smaller and smaller luminescent devices. The ultimate

limit of this challenge is to contact individual nanowires and quantum dots allowing

for full electronic control of the creation of excitons, or bound electron-hole pairs,

con�ned in one or zero dimensions, respectively[1, 2].

Nanocrystals, or quantum dots, have the advantage of being easy to fabricate

in solution and extraordinarily defect-free, making them ideal for use in nanoscale

light-emitting devices. Further, the optical properties of quantum dots can be read-

ily tuned during the nucleation process by simply controlling their size (see Fig.1.1).

Unfortunately, quantum dots are notoriously di�cult to address individually because

their small size, on the order of 10 nanometers, which falls below the resolution of

traditional electron-beam lithography. Nevertheless, in the last several years electrolu-
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Figure 1.1 : Various colors of CdSe/ZnS core-shell nanocrystal solution and their

corresponding emission colors. Photo courtesy of NN-LABS.

minescence from a single quantum dot has been reported. However, these experiments

have generally been performed with time-intensive top-down electron beam lithogra-

phy fabrication[3, 4, 5]or otherwise with quantum dots grown with laborious epitaxial

techniques or with layered deposition of multiple materials, often organic, with highly

dispersed quantum dots where the electrical cross sections are small enough for a sin-

gle quantum dot to be addressed[6].

Furthermore, the two examples of lithographically de�ned quantum dot transistors

listed above, speci�cally the work of Hongkun Park's lab at Harvard[4] and Moungi

Bawendi's group at MIT[3], serve primarily as proof-of-concept experimental demon-

strations and leave a lot of room for improvement. In the �rst, electroluminensence is

very broad and does not come directly from exciton creation and recombination, but

http://www.nn-labs.com
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rather as a result of inelastic tunneling scattering of electrons; at larger enough source-

drain bias one of the tunnel barriers e�ectively disappears and electrons have enough

energy to scatter inelastically as they tunnel onto the nanocrystal, exciting excitons

which, upon recombination, emit photons of characteristic energy of the nanocrystal

band gap. The emission spectra are extremely broad and the peaks corresponding to

nanocrystal emission are very weak, largely due to the poor electrode coupling and

low e�ciency of the inelastic scattering process.

Bawendi's work improved upon the previous e�ort, reporting true excitionic emis-

sion from nanocrystals. They electromigrate Pt/Au/In nanogaps (see Section5) and

the resultant structures are soaked in cadmium selenide / zinc sul�de core-shell

nanocrystal solution. While functional, the devices still show very weak electrolu-

minescence , and the functionality requires sub-10K temperatures. Above several

volts, the junctions experience extremely hot local temperatures, under which the

quantum dots will likely lose their ligand coverings (see Section 10) and melt to-

gether. The resultant light emission would then be an result of excitonic excitation of

aggregated nanocrystals which would prevent most quantum phenomena. Addition-

ally, they only reported luminescence in �ve devices and do not explore options for

improving the process. Clearly, a clean and e�cient method for placing nanocrystals

in directly into prede�ned locations would be extremely helpful for the functionality

and consistency of these devices.

The reward for developing such a process would be considerable. Recent experi-
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mental work has shown that these epitaxial techniques allow for on-demand photon

generation, and the manipulation of individual spin states � a substantial step forward

for solid-state quantum computing[7]. Electrically-driven, single-nanocrystal devices

also have the potential to be tunable both in wavelength, via the Stark e�ect, and

in conduction, via gating. Further, integration of quantum dots into plasmonically-

active structures has recently led to advancements in �eld-enhanced photoemission

and photodetection, as well as[8, 9, 10, 11, 12] experimental demonstration of surface-

enhanced �uorescence (SEF) and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)[13].

Additionally, due to their highly-con�ned mode volume, single-quantum dot lasing

may also be possible[14, 15]. Routine fabrication of such devices opens the door

to several highly-coveted quantum phenomena, such as the true mechanism behind

blinking and coupling between individual plasmons and excitons[16].

Plasmonic optical trapping of nanoparticles has been repeatedly demonstrated

over the past several years, but detection schemes on the subwavelength scale remain

challenging[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Parallel device fabrication from

solution via optical trapping in pre-patterned plasmonic devices from bulk solution

would allow for scalable nanoscale optoelectronic devices.

1.2 Nanogaps & Plasmons

Nanogaps refer to a general class of junctions in which the electric cross-section ad-

dressed is roughly of molecular volume. There are three main experimental techniques
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for achieving this level of electronic speci�city: mechanical break junctions, scanning

tunneling microscope style probes and electromigrated nanowires. While the �rst

two often rely on ensemble averages to look at quantum e�ects in atomic-scale de-

vices, electromigration allows for relatively stable fabrication of metal-molecule-metal

structures. In this thesis we will focus on electromigrated gold �bow-tie� devices, in

which the nanowire is a lithographically de�ned nanowire attached to two larger elec-

trodes (see Fig. 1.2). The gold constrictions are typically 100-150nm in width and

�broken� through a series of well-controlled current pulses which pushes gold atoms

apart and breaks apart the metal lattice. The force to do so is two-fold: through the

electronic wind force, in which the electrons transfer momentum to the gold atoms at

a high enough bias, and through force due to the large electric �eld moving charged

defects[27].

At room temperature, bare electromigrated junctions can be stable at conduc-

tances below one quantum of conductance (2e
2

h
), without breaking completely, i.e.,

they still maintain some non-zero conductance. Such devices are characteristic of

traditional tunnel junctions; current as a function of voltage is weakly non-linear,

approximately symmetric at zero bias, with zero current at zero bias.

Previous work in the Natelson group, by former graduate student Daniel Ward,

has established that these junctions have a strong, highly-localized plasmon resonance

in the near-IR[28, 29, 30]. A plasmon is a quantized collective excitation of electrons

in which the electrons oscillate about the lattice of metallic ions. With continuous
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Figure 1.2 : A scanning electron micrograph of a bare electromigrated �bow-tie�

nanojunction.
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laser exposure, the steady-state plasmon oscillations in nanoscale metal structures

can produce large �uctuations in the local electron density, resulting tremendous en-

hancements to the electric �eld near the surface of the metal. In nanogaps, these

enhancements have been exploited to obverse correlations in SERS response and elec-

tronic conduction of single molecules. In this experiment, we plan to use the large

electric �elds to generate forces large enough to trap quantum dots.

1.3 Plasmonic Optical Trapping

Optical trapping is a widely-used, non-invasive technique for manipulating dielectric

objects on a submicron length scale. The force applied by the optical �eld is described

by a surface integral over the volume in question, given by

〈
~F
〉

=

ˆ
∂V

〈←→
T (~r, t)

〉
· ~n (~r) da (1.1)

where,

←→
T =

[
ε0ε ~E ~E − µ0µ ~H ~H − 1

2

(
ε0εE

2 + µ0µH
2
)←→
I

]
(1.2)

is Maxwell's stress tensor and ~n (~r)is the unit vector normal to the surface and
←→
I is

the identity matrix. In conventional laser trapping, or �optical tweezers�, the Rayleigh

approximation, where the trapped particle is much greater in size than the wavelength

of the laser, allows for the trapping force to be approximated to,

〈
~F
〉

=
α

2
∇
〈∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣2〉 (1.3)
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where αis the polarizability. Since the force goes as the gradient
∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣2, it will be greatest

where the gradient is the highest, i.e., at the focused waist of the laser beam[2]. This

technique has been used extensively in the biological sciences[31, 32].

Plasmonic optical trapping relies on the localized electric �elds generated by the

evanescent �elds in nanopatterned metallic structures to produce the necessary gra-

dients for trapping. When the excitation laser is on resonance with the plasmon,

the spatial extent of the gradients in plasmonically-active structures are independent

of the laser. the trapping volume is not di�raction-limited as it is in traditional

laser trapping systems. Freed from the di�raction limit of the laser, experimen-

tal exploration in plasmonic optical trapping has demonstrated that subwavelength

control of nanoscale objects is possible. First established experimentally, and de-

scribed in full theoretical detail, in 1997 by Lucas Novotny at The Institute of Op-

tics at the University of Rochester, the �eld has progress quickly in line with ad-

vancements in nanophotonics[33]. However, the bulk of recent experimental work

in plasmonic optical trapping has either been restricted to the micrometer scale, or

has been proof-of-concept demonstrations of truly nanoscale trapping, without any

real application[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 34, 23, 22, 24, 35, 25, 26, 36]. We aim to use

the strengths of plasmonic optical trapping to integrate sub-10nm nanocrystals into

functional photodetective and photoemissive devices.
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1.4 Electronic & Optical Properties of Quantum Dots

A quantum dot is a general term referring to any piece of matter where bound electron-

hole pairs, known as excitons, are bound in all three spatial dimensions. That is, the

�dot� denotes the truly zero-dimensional spatial range of excitons such solids. In this

thesis, the term quantum dot is primarily used interchangeably with nanocrystal,

as the quantum dots utilized in this experimental are small pieces of semiconductor

made and employed in aqueous solution. However, the term quantum dot can also

refer to solid state regions of space where excitons are bound in the same way[37].

Quantum dots, or equivalently, nanocrystals, have an arsenal of highly functional

properties which have lent themselves to a wide array of applications in condensed

matter and the biological sciences. They are easy to fabricate, nearly defect-free semi-

conducting crystals, which have tunable emission and absorption wavelengths simply

by changing the size of the particles. The tunability stems from quantum con�ne-

ment; as the crystals decrease in size, quantum con�nement splits the existing energy

levels into discrete states, increasing the bandgap of the material in bulk. Further-

more, such nanorystals are highly e�cient, and �uoresce strongly, even when excited

o� resonance at high energies (i.e., via UV lasers). Fluorescence occurs via traditional

excitonic recombination, where electrons are excited from the valence band, across

the bandgap, to the conduction band, and upon decay, recombine with the vacant

(hole) state in the valence band, emitting a photon of the characteristic energy of the

size-tuned bandgap.
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Nanocrystals need surfactants to be stable in solution, especially in polar solvents

such as water. This necessity is a blessing and a curse for solid state applications. It

allows quantum dots to be suspended in solution, but also means they can be highly

non-conductive due to their intrinsic functionalizing ligands. However, advancements

in chemical processing of suspended nanocrystals has allowed for these functional-

izations to be exchanged for more favorable ligands, depending on the situation. In

biological systems, functionalizing quantum dots, or other nanostructures, has pro-

vided a method for addressing speci�c cells for drug delivery and cancer eradication.

In our case, we have chosen tailored quantum dots which have a strong a�nity for

gold.

Ideally, for stable optoelectronic devices, it would be most bene�cial for the opti-

cally trapped particles to be then chemically bound to the gold, for electronic stability

and chemical stability. Therefore, we have picked an amine coating, which contains

a nitrogen atom with a lone pair, which readily bonds with gold atoms, especially

uncoordinated (non-crystalline) gold structures. For fabrication of nanocrystal-based

devices, our idea involves a two-step process; �rst, using the potential well created by

the plasmonic optical trap to bring quantum dots close to the gap, and then second,

use the quantum dot ligand a�nity for gold to hold it there.

In the metal-single nanocrystal-quantum dot regime, conduction is dominated

by the Coulomb blockade at temperatures below kBT . At room temperature, such

quantum e�ects are not present and current is regulated simply by charge tunneling
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across the source and drain potential barriers[38]. In this way, the electrode-quantum

dot coupling dominates the current-voltage pro�les measured in this thesis work.

Short, highly-conductive ligands are favorable for photoconductive experiments, in

which charge transfer is optimized. Resonant tunneling, the Kondo e�ect, and other

quantum phenomena can be observed in single-quantum dot devices, but they are

currently not within the scope of this project.



Chapter 2

Modeling Optical Forces in Nanogaps

The trapping forces on nanoparticles in and around the gap were calculated using

COMSOL, a commercial �nite element method (FEM) solver. A highly idealized

nanogap was drawn, consisting of an interelectrode distance of 16 nm with a sharp

tip extending 8 nm on one inner electrode face, positioned in the center. The junction

includes the start of the macroscopic gold pads, with wavelength dependent dielectric

values given by Johnson and Christy [39]. The gold surface is 15 nm thick, typical

of our devices. The gap was illuminated with a plane wave parallel to the axis of

the junction at the wavelength of our excitation laser, 1060 nm, and the resultant

electric �elds were calculated in COMSOL. The model was placed in a solution space

�lled with water (εr = 1.77), but was left without substrate due to the computational

complexity of the model. Previous calculations performed in the Natelson lab has

demonstrated that its exclusion does not signi�cantly impact the resulting �elds in

this geometry. Finally, a dielectric sphere, 4 nm in diameter with a dielectric constant

of εr = 9, was inserted and moved iteratively around the gap in each of the three

spatial dimensions (see Figure 15).

To calculate the trapping force on the nanoparticle at each position, the resultant

electric �elds were imported the results into MATLAB and utilized the two separate

numerical methods previously mentioned in Section 8: the Rayleigh approximation
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Figure 2.1 : An xy slice of the three-dimensional scattered electric �elds in our ideal-

ized COMSOL model. The maximum �eld enhancement is approximately a factor of

100 close to the tip of the inner gap (shown in red). The right panel is a close zoom

of the area directly surrounding the nanocrystal.
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Figure 2.2 : The force on the nanoparticle as a function of distance away from the

center of the tip using the full Maxwell's Stress Tensor formalism. The results match

what would be most intuitive; the force is largest along the x-axis (parallel along

device axis) closest to the tip, whereas the force changes polarity along the y-axis

(parallel along gap axis), pulling the nanoparticle back toward the center of the gap.

Here, the incident electric �eld is underestimated to be E0 = 1x105 V
m
.
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and the full Maxwell's stress tensor. In the Rayleigh approximation, where the particle

is much smaller than the spatial range trapping �elds, the force is proportional to

the gradient of the electric �eld squared. To do this, the �elds in and around the

dielectric sphere were re-meshed into small pieces, and the force (in vector form)

was calculated at each mesh point using the simpli�ed Rayleigh approximation force

equation. The total force on the sphere was then calculated by summing all force

matrices located within the sphere. This method allows for an intuitive visualization,

displaying the magnitude of the force at each point on the nanoparticle (see Figure

17). The maximum force generated in this idealized system was approximately 20

piconewtons.

However, since the nanoparticle is comparable in size to the trapping volume,

the Rayleigh approximation only provides a rough estimate of the forces and the full

Maxwell's stress tensor is needed. The Maxwell's stress tensor involves an integral over

the surface of the nanoparticle, which can be computed in COMSOL and similarly

exported into MATLAB for further analysis. As expected, the resultant force depends

considerably on the incident laser power and the gap geometry. The IR laser used in

this experiment is approximately 100 milliwatts, which, for a di�raction limited spot

size of approximately 1µm, rounds out to an average power per unit area of 〈S〉 =

8x103 kW
cm2 , or an incident electric �eld of approximately E0 = 1x107 V

m
. Optimizing gap

geometry, the trapping force can reach into the tens of piconewtons in the gap for

this numerical model. This calculated force is large enough to overcome the predicted
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Figure 2.3 : An xy slice of the forces generated discrete points in the Rayleigh approx-

imation. The colorscale is in femtonewtons, which summed over the entire spherical

nanocrystal estimates the resultant force to be approximately 20 piconewtons in this

system for an incident electric �eld of E0 = 1x107 V
m
.
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force due to Brownian motion for a particle of that size, approximated by kT
d

= 0.5pN ,

where d is the diameter of the particle, here assumed to be 4 nm. Due to the highly

idealized nature of the model, we believe these values to be merely proof-of-concept

theoretical estimations. Nevertheless, the order-of-magnitude numerical calculations

allowed us to establish roughly what laser power would be necessary to generate the

appropriate electric �eld enhancement for suitable trapping �elds.



Chapter 3

Experiment

3.1 Optical Trapping Procedure and Results

Gold nanogaps are fabricated by electron-beam lithography using standard exposure

and development techniques as described in Section 5. Electronic contact to macro-

scopic instruments is made via wirebonding and each device is individually addressed

using a 15-pin switch controlled break-out box (See Figure 20).

Each metal constriction is electromigrated until the junction is completely broken,

with no, or very minimal, measurable conductance. In this way we know that any con-

ductance post trapping must be due to the quantum dot solution. Electromigration

is done via a National Instruments DAQ system controlled by a LabVIEW-driven

feedback loop. The �nal conductance of each junction is recorded using a lock-in

ampli�er and current preampli�er (see Figure 22).

Several drops of quantum dot solution are place on top of the sample inside the

chip carrier (see Figure 20), forming a small droplet, which allows for approximately

half an hour of consistent trapping. The droplet e�ectively acts as a lens for the

laser light, so drop placement and upkeep is crucial to this process; if the droplet is

too spherical the laser can be distorted past a visible focal point, but with too little

solution the liquid to evaporate quickly in the small surface area available between
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(a) An optical microscope im-

age of a full chip of 14 devices

and the common ground run-

ning along the center of the

image.

(b) Photograph of chip wire-

bonded to 15-pin chip carrier in

measurement box.
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the bonded to the chip carrier.

Trapping is performed using a 1060nm diode laser, near the theoretically-calculated

resonance of traditional nanogaps explored previously in our lab[27]. The sample is

translated using a micrometer stage and each device is exposed to focused IR laser

light while the conductance is monitored. During this process we observe discrete

state switching in previously open junctions, induced after a short (the delay can

range anywhere between immediate and several minutes) period of laser exposure.

Switching can continue after the laser is shut o�, indicated that the laser is most

likely responsible for bringing nanocrystals near the gap, and the nanocrystals con-

tinue to rearrange themselves after a trapping event(s) occurs. Additionally, at high

enough concentration and laser power, nanocrystals can be seen aggregating under

the laser, and the large bundles can be visibly dragged and positioned on the surface.

The quantum dots employed with the most success were commercially purchased

from cYtodiagnositics (http://www.cytodiagnostics.com/). We used 5nm in diame-

ter, CdSe/ZnS core-shell nanocrystals speci�cally functionalized with an amine (−NH2)

coating, suspended in water. The amine group has a strong a�nity for gold, thus

making it an ideal candidate for forming chemically stable devices once brought close

to the gap. Using water as a solvent has the advantage of a relatively slow evaporation

rate compared to other typical nanocrystal solvents (toluene, hexane, etc.) as well

as being chemically inert with respect to our prefabricated metal structures. During

the early experimental phase of this project, it became clear that surface tension and

http://www.cytodiagnostics.com/
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Figure 3.1 : A diagram depicting the optical and electronic apparatus. A NI-DAQ

is used to �break� junctions to negligible conductance. After migration, current and

conductance ( dI
dV
) are swept as a function of source-drain bias using a lock-in ampli�er

after the signal passes through a current preampli�er. For IV-sweeps the lock-in

sources a small AC voltage which is summed with a DC voltage source from an DAC

port on the back of the lock-in. DC current is measured with a corresponding ADC

port and the dI
dV

is measure on the front panel with respect to the same reference signal.

Trapping and �uorescence measurements are integrated into the same apparatus,

using a straightforward optical setup and a 50x long-working distance objective.
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Figure 3.2 : A plot of conductance a nanogap during optical trapping demonstrating

typical conductance state switching indicicative of a possible trapping event, quantum

dots moving through the gap, or a quantum dot(s) rearranging itself within the gap.
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hydrodynamic forces heavily dominated quantum dot movement after the presence

of the intense laser �elds were gone, particularly in drying the sample. Further-

more, many ligands are highly non-conductive, so while trapping may occur readily

in nanogaps, the related chemistry must be optimized to integrate the nanocrystals

into the existing gold structures for functional optoelectronic applications.

After trapping, the resultant devices were studied for their conductive and photo-

conductive properties using the setup showing in Figure 25. Resistances of successfully-

trapped devices are typically in the 10kΩ− 1MΩ range and predominantly linear in

voltage. Slight curvature in some devices' IV characteristics could be indicative of

low-resistance tunneling across quantum dot aggregates. Devices are typically highly

instable and degrade after several IV sweeps. Photoconductance measurements in

the resultant junctions are even more delicate; the quantum e�ciency of the junc-

tions with successful trapping events is so low that it requires extremely high UV

laser power and high current-to-voltage gain. Photocurrent in these structures has

been observed in several di�erent devices, typically with values on the order of 10

nanoamperes for full incident laser power.

These experiments were performed over the course of two years on several hun-

dred devices. However, successful trapping events only been obversed within the last

three months with the right combination of laser power, optical alignment, electronic

sensistivity and nanocrystal size and coating. With fourteen total devices per chip,

typical yields are approximately 10% (ie. 0-2 devices per chip), with a �success� cor-
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Figure 3.3 : Experimental setup of photocurrent measurements. DC current is mon-

itored as previously described using the DAC and ADC ports of the lock-in back

panel. However, the reference frequency is set to that of an optical chopper so that

the lock-in front panel reads photocurrent directly from the current preampli�er.

responding to the production of a measurable photocurrent. Further, we preformed

several control experiments in which trapping was performed in plain DI water, with

no notable conductance state switching, as well as searching for photocurrent in bare

junctions. In this case, the photocurrent observed was two orders of magnitude below

that of the nanogaps with trapped nanocrystals.



Chapter 4

Conclusion and Outlook

We have successfully developed a numerical model for plasmonic optical trapping

of semiconducting nanocrystals, and experimentally veri�ed that fabricating devices

based on this technology is possible. However, high performance optoelectronic de-

vices based on nanocrystal-integrated nanogaps will necessitate further investigation.

Generating photocurrent, or producing photo- or electroluminence, in these devices

at room temperature and pressure does not appear to be easily repeatable. Never-

theless, the proof-of-concept demonstration of a non-invasive technique for placing

quantum dots in pre-fabricated plasmonically-active structures opens the door to

many outstanding experimental opportunities.

Quite possibly the greatest challenge in this experiment thus far has been a reli-

able detection scheme for successful trapping. Nanocrystals of this size (sub-10nm)

sit in a very di�cult size regime. They are not readily visible by scanning electron

microscopy, in part due to their size, but also due to their semiconducting nature.

Further, the large area of our integrated patterns makes atomic force microscopy

highly inconvenient for regular use. Correlating electronic measurements with high-

resolution �uorescence imaging would be an ideal candidate. We are currently devel-

oping a sensitive (soon to be few photon-capable) �uorescence setup, very similar to

the one depicted in Figure 22. This will give us a better metric for exactly where the
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nanocrystals go during optical trapping, as well as how they move around the surface

when brought out of solution. Finally, a sensitive �uorescence setup will possibly

allow for surface enhanced �uorescence of these structures under the right conditions.

Additionally, we have yet to try any of these aforementioned experiments at lower

temperatures. Most likely, the devices will be far more stable at liquid nitrogen

temperature. Further, devices we believe to be linear might actually demonstrate

Coloumb blockade or other quantum phenomena. We have a optical crystat available

currently used for Raman spectroscopy and we could try to integrate other light

sources into the existing set up for photoconductive measurements at low temperature.

With the limited success of trapping as a consistent method for dot placement,

we have begun to look for alternatives to routinely make nanocrystal-based devices

in our nanogap geometry. One promising method is that of Dr. Tamar Mentzel,

in her recent thesis on patterning small arrays of coherent quantum dot �lms with

high precision[38]. Very recently we have been able to reproduce her very preliminary

results, but have yet to work out all of the subtleties in quantum dot processing that is

required for high-quality nice �lms. Once completed, the high-resolution �uorescence

microscopy system mentioned above will quickly expedite the process. It will be

interesting to integrate these �lms onto bow-ties, see how these resultant devices

electromigrate and study their optical and electronic properties.

There are several other directions this project could take. Recent work at Delft has

demonstrated photocurrent generated in a di�erent type of lithographically de�ned
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1 micron 

Figure 4.1 : A �uorescence image of 3µm x 3µm square quantum dot �lm.

nanogaps, using a technique developed in part by the Natelson lab[40]. High-aspect

ratio gaps in metal leads can be formed by using a two-step lithographic technique

where a layer of chromium is deposited on top of the �rst gold electrode, and its

intrinsic oxide layer forms a very narrow shadow mask for the second deposition of

gold. The chromium is etched away and a gap is left where the oxide expanded beyond

the gold [41]. The researchers took a photoconductance map of their junctions and

reported extremely high external quantum e�ciencies. However, they make no note

of plasmonically-enhanced photocurrent or photoemission. With our knowledge of

the plasmonic response in these same structures[27], this would be a very logical

extension of their results.
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